The bride card is my personal design. The bodice is stamped with the heart stamp from Daisy
crazy on US Vanilla using Versamark, embossed
with Detail White Embossing Powder, then cut
out. The skirt is cut out of US White. The torso is
cut from Blush Blossom.

Skirt

The card base was made from Mauve Mist, with
an Almost Amethyst panel layered on top (4.0”
x 5.25”). Tulle is wrapped and gathered around
the skirt piece which is adhered on top of the
Almost Amethyst panel. The torso is adhered to
the top of the card, with a small strand of pearl
beads attached behind the Almost Amethyst
panel to make the necklace. Roll a glue dot as
small as you can and use that to stick the necklace to the chest.
Adhere the bodice over the torso and skirt, hiding
the ugly underpinnings! Then make a circle from
US White (approx 2” in diameter) with the scallop
scissors and stamp the small flower from Daisy
Crazy many times in the center with Almost
Amethyst, Mauve Mist, and Blush Blossom inks.
Punch a hole in each scallop with the 1/8” hole
punch. Put a piece of narrow pink organdy ribbon
so that both ends protrude from one side, adhere
over the hands and the tip of the bodice bottom
so that the ribbon “hangs” from the bottom.

Torso

Stamp “For the Bride” from Mini Mates in Basic
Black on a 1” x 1.25” piece of Mauve Mist; adhere to the lower right corner.
Tulle is extremely hard to work with and you
will have to experiment with your adhesives
to find out what will stick to it. Mini glue dots
seem to do the best job, since then will mush
through the tiny holes and stick to the layer
beneath...somewhat! Chances are, if you have
this card on display, that you will have to repair
it often...it’s maddening! It did make it easier for
me to take it apart to make the template though.
I give you permission to recreate this card yourself, as long as you credit me for the design! It
was inspired by the I Love Lucy show. The intro
shows a heart that is very obviously a woman’s
bodice and I just took it from there! Enjoy!
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